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Abstract
The following size-depth trade-off for threshold

circuits is obtained: any threshold circuit of depth

d that computes the parity function on n variables

must have at least nl+ce-d edges, where constants

c >0 and 0 ~ 3 are constants independent of n and

d. Previously known constructions show that up to

the choice of c and 0 this bound is best possible. In

particular, the lower bound implies an affirmative

answer to the conjecture of Paturi and Saks that

a bounded depth threshold circuit that computes

parity requires a super-linear number of edges. This

is the first super–linear lower bound for an explicit

function that holds for any fixed depth, and the first

that applies to threshold circuits with unrestricted

weights.

The trade-off is obtained as a consequence of a

general restriction theorem for threshold circuits

with a small number of edges: For any thresh-

old circuit with n inputs, depth d and at most kn

edges, there exists a partial assignment to the in-

puts that fixes the output of the circuit to a con-

stant, while leaving in/(cl k)’’o~j variables unfixed,

where c1, Cz > 0 and 0 ~ 3 are constants indepen-

dent of n,k, and d.

A trade-off between the number of gates and

depth is also proved: any threshold circuit of depth

d that computes the parity of n variables has at

least (n/2)li2td-11 gates. This trade-off, which is

essentially the best possible, was proved previously

(with a better constant) for the case of threshold

circuits with polynomially bounded weights in [22];

the result in the present paper holds for unrestricted

weights.
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1 Introduction

A fundamental problem in complexity theory is to

prove lower bounds on the size and the depth of gen-

eral boolean circuits for specific problems of interest

such as arithmetic operations, graph reachability,

linear programming, satisfiability [10, 4]. Unfortu-

nately, current research has not begun to provide

lower bounds for such computationally significant

problems in general models. For example, the best

known lower bound on the size of boolean circuits

over the standard basis { AND, OR, NOT } for any

problem in NP is a 4n–4 bound on the parity func-

tion [19]; over the basis of all 2 input functions, the

best known lower bound is 3n – 3 [3].

Since proving bounds for general circuits seems

very difficult, it is interesting to look at restricted

families of circuits, for example, small depth circuits

over various bases. Some of these classes of circuits

are interesting on their own. For example, the size

and the depth required for unbounded fan–in cir-

cuits over the basis {AND, OR, NOT} to compute

a function ~ are the same as the number of pro-

cessors (up to a polynomial factor) and the parallel

time (up to a constant factor) required to compute

f on a CREW PRAM model.

Another basis of interest is the family of linear

threshold gates. Circuits over this basis, thresh-

old circuits, have attracted interest as a model for

neural networks [13, 11], and because of the poten-

tial that hardware implementations of threshold cir-

cuits might become a reality [14]. Bounded depth

threshold circuits are also appealing theoretically

since they provide a surprisingly strong bounded

depth computational model. Indeed, it has been

shown that basic operations like addition, multipli-
cation, division and sorting can be performed by

bounded depth polynomial size threshold circuits

[6, 16, 21, 4, 2, 5, 23, 26, 12]. On the other hand,

unbounded fan–in bounded depth polynomial size

circuits over the standard basis (even when sup-

plemented with mod p gates for prime p) cannot

compute majority [4, 20, 24]. Therefore, separat-
ing the class of functions computable by bounded

depth polynomial size threshold circuits, TCO, from

those computable by polynomial time Turing ma-

chines would be an extremely interesting result in
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complexity theory.

In this paper, we give the first superlinear sep-

aration between bounded depth threshold circuits

and P. More precisely, our main result (Theorem 1

and its refinement Theorem 3) says that for any

threshold circuit with n inputs, depth d and kn
edga, thereexists a partial assignment to the in-

puts that fixes the output of the circuit to a con-

stant, while leaving at least in/(cl k)ca~dj variables
unfixed, where c1, C2 > 0 and 6 s 3 are constants.

In particular, this implies (Corollary 1 and its re-

finement Corollary 4) that any depth d circuit that

computes the parity function on n variables must

have at least nl+ce-’ edges for the same O and some

constant c > 0, proving the conjecture of Paturi

J

and Saks [17 . (The value of O obtained in this pa-

perisl+ 2 =2.414... as compared to the value

(l+@/2 =1.618... in the upper bound given in

[17].) In particular any linear size threshold circuit

for parity requires depth Q(log log n) matching the

upper bound given in [17].

The only lower bounds known previously for the

number of edges needed to compute the parity func-

tion were for depth 2 and 3 circuits with polynomial

size weights. In [17], it is proved that Q(n2/ log2 n)

edges are re uired for depth 2 threshold circuits and
Jf2(n12/ log5 3 n) edges for depth 3 circuits. These

results are obtained by showing that small size

depth 2 and 3 threshold circuits can be approxi-

mated by low degree rational functions. The results

in this paper are more general in that they hold

for threshold circuits with arbitrary weights and all

depths. However, for the special cases mentioned

above, our techniques yield weaker bounds.

Our proof uses a random restriction method as

in [1, 8, 25, 9, 15]. However, unlike previous ran-

dom restrictions proofs, our proof uses a distribu-

tion on the partial assignments that depends on

the structure of the circuit. The main restriction

lemma (Lemma 1) shows that for any family of

linear threshold gates on a common set of n vari-

ables with a total of 6n edges, there is a partial

assignment that leaves n/(462 + 2) variables free

and makes every gate in the family dependent on
at most one variable. Given a threshold circuit,

this lemma can be applied to the set of gates at the

first level in order to reduce the depth of the circuit

by 1. A straightforward induction argument then

yields the main result with 6 = 3. A more careful

induction argument improves this to O = 1 + fi.

In fact, the restriction lemma applies to a more
general class of functions than threshold func-

tions, called generalized monotone functions. A

boolean function ~(Z) is generalized monotone if

f(;) = g(; @ ~) for some monotone boolean func-

tion g and boolean vector ~ where @ represents the

component-wise addition mod 2. (These functions

are sometimes referred to as “units”.)

We also prove analogous results for the number of

gates in a small depth threshold circuit. We prove

a lemma (Lemma 2) that is analogous to Lemma 1

and says that for any family of N generalized mono-

tone function gates on a common set of n variables

there is a partial assignment that leaves n/(N2 + 1)

variables free and fixes all of the functions. This

result, together with a simple induction argument,

proves Theorem 2, that for any threshold circuit

with n inputs, depth d and N gates, there exists a

partial assignment to the inputs that fixes the out-

put of the circuit to a constant, while leaving at

least [n/2 N2(d- l)] variables unfixed. This theorem

easily implies a (n/2)lj2(d- 1) bound on the number

of threshold gates required to compute parity by a

depth d threshold circuit (Corollary 2). A similar

bound was obtained previously in [22] in the special

case of circuits with polynomial size weights.

Section 2 contains definitions and some prelimi-

nary observations. In section 3, we state the main

restriction theorem with 6 = 3 and show how it

follows from Lemma 1. We also formalize the state-

ment of Theorem 2 and show how it follows from

2. These two lemmas are proved in the succeeding

two sections. In Section 6, a more careful argument

is used to improve the value of O in the main re-

striction theorem to 1 + ~. In the last section,

we present some related combinatorial results and

discuss some possible strengthenings.

2 Definitions

A threshold gate with fan-in n is an n + 1 tuple

g = (d; b) where Z c R“ and b E R. Wi is

called the weight of variable i and b is called the

threshold value for the gate. The boolean function

f~ : {0, 1}” ~ {0,1} computed by g is defined on in-
put(zl, ..., x.) = E E {O, 1}” by fg(~) = sgn(9(S))

where the weighted sum g(i) is given by g(~) =

(ti,~ – b = ~~+1 Wizi – b and sgn : R + {O, 1} is
defined as

{

1 ifcr>O
sgn(cr) =

O otherwise

A boolean function f which is representable as fg

for some threshold gate is called a threshold func-
tion.

A threshold circuit T on n inputs is a directed

acyclic graph with a designated node (output) and

exactly n source nodes, one for each input. Each

non-source node is labelled by a threshold gate with

its fan–in equal to the in–degree of the node. The
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function ~U(zl, ..., Zn) computed by the node v is

obtained by functional composition in the obvious

way. The function ~~ : {O, 1}” ~ {O, 1} computed

by T is the function computed by the designated

output node.

The gate complexity of T is defined as the number

of non-source nodes of T. The edge complexity of

T is defined as the number of edges in T.

The level of a node in a circuit T is defined induc-

tively. The level of each source node is O. The level

of any other node i is 1 more than the maximum

level of its immediate predecessors. The depth of

T is the level of the output node. The circuit T is

layered if the inputs to each gate are from gates of

level one less.

It will be convenient to fix a variable set X of

cardinality n and define an assignment of X to be

a function a : X ~ {O, 1}. Letting A(X) denote

the set of assignments, we then view an n-variable

boolean function ~ as a function from A(X) to

{O, 1}. We say that ~ depends on variable z E X if

there are two assignments cr and /3 that differ only

in their values at z such that ~(a) # ~(/?). The set

of variables that ~ depends on is denoted by S(j),

and s(~) = lS(t)l.

As usual, we write a s ~ if a(z) s @(z) for

all z E X, and denote the complement of a by

ii. A monotone boolean function h is one that

satisfies h(~) s h(~) whenever a < P. The sum
a @P of two assignments is defined by (a@ @)(z) =

(a(z) + a(y)) mod 2. A boolean function ~ is a

generalized monotone function if there exists an as-

signment ~ and a monotone function h such that

~(~) = h(a @ @. The assignment 8 is called an
orientation of ~. It is easy to see that any thresh-

old function is a generalized monotone function,

with its orientation determined by the signs of the

weights of the variables.

A partial assignment CYof X is a function from

a subset Y of X to {O, 1}. The domain Y of a

is denoted A(a), and elements z c Y are said to

be assigned or j$zed by cr. The variables in the set

O(a) = X – A(a) are said to be unassigned or free.

We denote by P(X) the set of all partial assign-

ments of X. This set contains d(X); if we wish

to emphasize that an assignment a is in A(X) we

say that it is a total assignment. If Y is a subset

of variables and a is a total assignment, then cry

denotes the partial assignment with domain Y and

ay(z) = a(z) for z E Y.

If a and P are partial assignments such that

A(p) ~ A(a) and ~(z) = a(z) for z c A(O) then

we say that cr extends or is an extension of ~. If a

and /3 are partial assignments that fix disjoint sets

of variables then the partial assignment CXPis the

5

unique minimal extension of both a and /3. For a

boolean function f and a partial assignment a, the

restn”ction off induced by CY,written as f(a), is the

boolean function with variable set @(cr) obtained by

assigning the variables in A(cr) according to cr.

An ordering of a set Y is a bijection r : [IYI] - Y

where [k] denotes the set {1, 2 ..., k}. Given 17, we

refer to I’(i) as the ith element of Y. Also, I’(S i)
denotes the set {r(j) : j < i and j E [IYI]} and

I?(2 i) denotes the set {I’(j) : j z i and j c [IYI]}.

3 Results

Our main result concerns the computational power

of depth d threshold circuits with a small number

of edges.

Theorem 1 Let C be an n input threshold circuit

with depth d and nk edges, where k ~ 1. Let f

denote the function computed by C. Then there

ezists a partial assignment cr that leaves at least

in/2(3 k)3’-’-l J variables free such that f(a) is a

constant function.

If f is the parity function, then f(a) is constant
only if a is a total assignment. Thus it follows from

the above theorem that if C is a depth d circuit

with nk edges that computes the parity function on

n variables, then n < 2(3k)3’-’ -1. This yields:

Corollary 1 Any threshold circuit of depth d

that computes parity of n variables has at least
nl+l/(3d-l-l J/(3fi) edges.

The key to proving Theorem 1 is the following:

Lemma 1 (Main Lemma) Let F be a collection

of generalized monotone functions on n variables

andletb=~~ j~F s(f). (so the total support of
the functions is n6.) Then there exists a partial as-

signment a that leaves at least n/(462+2) variables

free such that for every f E F, f(a) depends on at

most one variable.

Proof of Theorem 1 from Main Lemma: We

proceed by induction on the depth d of the circuit.

If d = 1, the circuit consists of a single threshold

gate and the conclusion follows from Corollary 3.

For d > 1, let F be the family of functions corre-

sponding to the gates at depth 1. By hypothesis,

the sum of the fan-ins of these gates is at most nk.
Lemma 1 implies that there is a partial assignment

that leaves at least n’ = n/(4k2 +2) ~ n/(6k2) vari-

ables free such that the induced restriction of each

function in F depends on at most one variable. We

may then collapse the first level of the circuit, i.e., if
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g is a gate at depth 2, then each input to g is either

an input to the circuit or the output of a gate at

level 1, which after the restriction is equal to a vari-

able or its complement. Thus, each gate g at depth

2 can now be reexpressed as a threshold gate that

depends only on the original inputs. (Note that g

may have several edges entering which depend on

the same variable but these can be combined into

one edge by adjusting the weights of g). Hence, we
obtain a depth d — 1 circuit C’ on at least nl vari-

ables with at most n’k’ edges, where k’ = 6k3. By

induction hypothesis, there exists a partial assign-

ment of the variables of C’ such that the number of

free variables is at least

1 “ n/(6k2)

2(3k’)sd-2-lj ~ 12(3(6 k3))3d-’-l
J

a[nd 2(3k)3 ‘1-1]’

aa required to prove the theorem.

Remark: Since the main lemma applies

4

to gen-

eralized monotone functions, it might appear that

Theorem 1 could be generalized to apply to circuits

whose gates compute arbitrary generalized mono-

tone functions. However, the proof fails to general-

ize because when the circuit is collapsed in the in-

duction step, a level 2 gate may have more than one

input corresponding to the same variable. In that

case, it is not true that the gate computes a gener-

alized monotone function of the original variables;

indeed it is easy to see that every n-variable boolean

function can be represented aa a single generalized

monotone function on 2n variables by identifying

variables in pairs.

To bound the number of gates in a small depth

circuit instead of the number of edges, we use the

following (simpler) relative of Lemma 1:

Lemma 2 Let F be a collection generalized mono-

tone functions on n variables. Then there exists a

partial assignment cr that leaves at least in/(lF12 +

l)j variables free such that for each f ~ F, f(~) is

a constant function.

This leads to the following result for threshold

circuits with a small number of gates. In this case,

the result holds for generalized monotone functions

Theorem 2 Let C be a circuit consisting of gener-

alized monotone function gates of depth d on n in-

puts with at most N gates. Then there exists a par-

tial assignment CYleaving [z~,~d-lrj variables free

such that fc(a) is constant.

Proof of Theorem 2 from Lemma 2: We pro-

ceed by induction on the depth d of the circuit, aa

in the proof of Theorem 1. If d = 1, the circuit

consists of a single threshold gate and the conclu-

sion follows from Corollary 3. For d > 1, consider

the family F of threshold functions corresponding

to the depth 1 gates. Note that ]Fl < N – 1. We

apply Lemma 2 to F to obtain a partial assignment

that leaves at least n’ = [n/(lF[2 + l)j ~ [n/N2j

variables free such that the induced restriction of

each function in F is constant. After the restric-

tion, the only non-constant inputs to the second

level gates are the inputs to the circuit. Thus,

the resulting circuit C’ has depth at most d – 1,

at most N gates and at least n’ variables. By the

induction hypothesis, there exists a partial assign-

ment of the variables of C’ which leaves at least
[n//2(N)z(~-Z)

j ~ [n/2(N)2(d-l)j variables free
(where the inequality follows from the fact that for

positive integers n, A, 1?, [[n/A~ /.Bj = [n/ABj ).

+

Again using the fact that the only partial as-

signments that make the parity function constant

are the total assignments, we deduce that the num-

ber N of gates of a depth d parity circuit satisfies
2NZ(~-1) > n and thus

—

Corollary 2 Any circuit of depth d consisting of

generalized monotone function gates that computes

the parity of n inputs has at least (n/2)lt21d-1)

gates.

Slightly stronger bounds than those obtained in

Theorem 2 and Corollary 2 were previously proved

in [16, 22] for the case of threshold circuits with

polynomially bounded weights.

It remains to prove Lemmas 1 and 2, and these

proofs constitute” the main part of the paper. The

proofs of these lemmas are similar; both use a prob-

abilistic method to demonstrate the existence of the

required partial assignment.

The proof of Lemma 2 is somewhat simpler, so

we present the proof in the next section. The proof

of Lemma 1 will be presented in section 5.

4 Proof of Lemma 2

Before proving the main result for this section, we

establish the following easy fact:

Lemma 3 Let f be a non-constant generalized

monotone function on X with an orientation fl,

and let r be an orde~’ng of X. Then there exists

aje{O, l,..., n} such that f(~r(<j)) is identically

O and .f(Pr(2j)) is identically 1. -
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Proof: Consider first the case that 8 is identically

O, i.e., f is monotone. Since j is not a constant

function, we have ~(/?) = ~(/3rI~n]) s O. Let j

be the least index such that ~(/3r(<j)) is identically

O. j ~ 1 since f is not constant function. Then

f (A(sj-1)) is not identically O which implies that
there is a total assignment a ~hat extends @r(<j -1)

such that ~(a) = 1. Then f (flr(~j)) is identically 1

by monotonicity since every total assignment that
extends ~r(> j ) is greater than or equal to CY.

In the es-e that f is not monotone, the desired

result follows immediately by applying the previous

argument to the monotone function h(a) = f(cr @

P). *

One useful consequence of this lemma is:

Corollary 3 Any generalized monotone function f

on n variables has a partial assignment a that leaves

at least in/2] variables free, such that f(a) is con-

stant.

We now prove Lemma 2. In the probabilistic ar-

guments in this section and the next we adopt the

following notational convention. Random variables

are denoted by placing a - over the identifier.

When we refer to a specific value that a random

variable may assume, we denote that value by an

identifier without a - .

We have a family F of boolean generalized mono-
tone functions on n variables and seek a partial

assignment that makes all of the functions con-

stant. It will be convenient to fix an indexing

fl, f2, . . . . fm of the functions in F. Let @ be an

orientation for ~.

Fix an ordered partition Y1, Y2, . . . . Y~ of the vari-

able set X into q = m2 + 1 blocks of nearly equal

size (each having in/qj or [n/q] + 1 variables). The

desired partial assignment will be obtained by fix-

ing the variables in all but one of the blocks. We

describe a randomized procedure P which produces

such a partial assignment c1and show that with pos-

itive probability f’”(ii) is constant for all i c [m].

The procedure P is aa follows. Let U be a sym-

bol (meaning “unallocated” ). Choose uniformly at

random a 1-1 function fi from [mJ x [m] U {U}

to [q]. Intuitively, we think of Af aa “allocat-

ing’) Y-sets Yfif~,l), . . . J4(i,m) to function ~“, while

leaving set Yfi(u) unallocated. In addition choose
-.

a vector (tl,tz,...,;m) uniformly from the set

{0,1,2,..., m}m. For each 1 ~ i,j < m, ifj < ii
then fix the variables in Y~(i,j) according to ~“, and

if j > tithen fix the variables in YM(i,j) according

to ~. Thus, all of the variables except those in

the unique block Y~(U1 are fixed. Call the resulting

partial assignment 6.

The key property of this distribution is given by:

Lemma 4 For each h c [m], the probability that

fh(ii) is not constant is at most l/(m + 1).

It follows from this lemma that the probability

that there exists i G [m] with ~“ (ii) not constant is

at most m/(m + 1). Thus there exists a particular

a such that fl” (a) is constant for all i c [m] and this

a satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 2.

Proof of Lemma 4 Fix h ~ [m]. We define a

modification Ph of the procedure P. It will be easy

to see that this modified construction produces the

same distribution; we then use the modified con-

struction to verify the conclusion of the lemma.

The modified construction is as follows. Choose

Ji ● {0,; ... m} uniformly at random for i # h,

and pick t’h ~ {l, ..., m + 1} uniformly at random.

Pick V’, a random 1-1 function from [m] x [m] U

{(h, m + 1)} to [q]. For i # h, assign vari~bles in

‘M’(i,j) aa before, according to ~“ if j ~ t’i,and

according to ~ otherwise. For j < ~lh, assign the

variables in YM/(k,j) according to ~h and for j > @h

accordingto ~h. We leave the variables m Yfi/(h,flk)

unassigned.

As in the original procedure, each gate is allo-

cated m random sets of variables, with one ran-

dom set of variables being unallocated. For each

gate, the number of these sets fixed according to

the orientation of the gate is randomly chosen be-

tween Oand m, and the rest are set according to the

negation of the orientation. Thus, the two distribu-

tions are identical. More formally, we could define

fi(i, j) = ti’(i, j) for i # h, Ii?f(h, j) = fi’(h,j) for

j < t~’, fi(h, j) = ~’(h,j+l) for~h < j < m, and

M(Z.Q= AF(h,t;’), and define ?i = tlifor i # h,

;h = t’h – 1. Then the distributions on M and { are

identical to those in the original process, and all

values ~andtl, ..., tm of these random variables,

if chosen by the original process, would determine

the same value of a aa ~’ and the t;’s do in the

modified process.

Thus, it will suffice to upper bound the probabil-

ity that f h(ii) is not constant when ii is constructed

according to Ph. For this, fix any value A4t for ~’,

and fix values tjfor ~i, i # h. This determines the

setting of& for all the variables in l’~~(i,j) for i # h.

We will show thatl given the above information, the

probability that fh is non-constant when restricted
by @ is at most I/m+ 1. Let g be ~A restricted to

the variables in the blocks Yh,j, 1 ~ ~ ~ m+ 1, with

the other variables set according to ii. (As we noted

before, the value of& at all other variables has been

fixed by the information we are conditioning on.) g
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ia a generalized monotone function with the same

orientation fih as f h.

For each block Y.Mq~JI, fix an arbitrary order

on variables of the block; extend these orders to

an ordering r on all the variables for g by order-

ing the blocks according to j. Then we can apply

Lemma 3 to obtain an index 1 such that the func-
tions g(~~(<l)) and g(~~(>l)) are both constant. Let

Os rs m: 1 be such thlt r(l) C Y’f(h,r), % the

l-th variable is in the r-th block allocated to f h. We

claim that g(d) and hence f h (&) is constant unless
Jh = r, an event-which happens with probability

l/(rn + 1) (si~ce t’h C [~ + 1] is chosen i~depen-

dently from A4’ and the t’~’s for i # h.). If t’h > r,

all variables in blocks labelled r or less are fixed by

ii to @’, so & extends /3~(<11, so g(&) is constant.

Similarly, if ~h < r, & ex~ends ~hr(~~) and 9(6)

is constant. Thus, with probability 1 – l/(rn + 1),

f ‘(~) = g(d) is constant, as required to complete
the proof of Lemma 4 and hence of Lemma 2. ~

5 Proof of the Main Lemma

Again, index the functions of F as f 1,..., f m and

let fl” denote an orientation for fl. For each variable

x, let D= be the subfamily of F consisting of those

functions that depend on variable z and let t5= =

ID=I. Thus the quantity 6 = ~~ z,~~ S(f) in the
lemma is just the average of the 6.. We seek a

partial assignment a that leaves at least n/(462 +2)

variables free and so that for every f G F, f(a)

depends on at most one variable.

We will describe a randomized algorithm A(L),

where L is a positive real parameter, for construct-

ing a partial assignment d and show that, for an ap-

propriate choice of L, 6 has the desired properties

with positive probability. The random procedure in

the previous proof can be viewed as associating a

fraction rn/(m2 + 1) of the variables to each func-

tion and then fixing the variables associated with a

function in a way that is determined by the orienta-

tion of the function. We will do something similar

here; however here we will require that the set of
variables assigned to fl” is a subset of S(fi” ), the set

of variables on which ~“ depends.

Procedure A(L).

1. Partition the variables. (Intuitively, this step

assigns each function a set of variables in pro-

portion to its support size, leaving a few vari-

ables unassigned.) Construct a random par-

tition of the variable set X into m + 1 parts

h,C’~,Cz,...,~rn. For each variable Z, the

2.

3.

block of the partition containing x is deter-

mined independently according to the follow-

ing rule. With probability 1/(1 + Ljc), z c R.

Otherwise z is assigned to block Ca(a) where

~(z) is the index of a uniformly chosen element

of D=. In other words~ for each ~“ c D=, the

proba~ility that z G C’i is L/(1 + L6Z). Let

F = IRI and for each i E [m], let ?i = IC’il.

For each i E [m], fix all of the variables in ~i

. (Intuitively, this step fixes the variables as-
signed to each ~ so that any particular func-

tion fl” becomes constant with a good probabil-

ity. ) For each i G [m], choose ii uniformly ~t

ran~om from {O, 1, ..., Zi}. Choose a subset Bi

of C’i uniformly from all ii element subsets of

~i. Let? denote the p?rtial assignment which

fixes the variables of pi a~cording to @o and

fixes the variables of Ci - Bi according to ~.

Let T be the union of the partial assignments

Fix some of the variables in ~. (Intuitively,

this step cleans up the few remaining functions

that are still non-constant, so that they depend

on at most one variable.) For each i E [m]: Let

Z denote the set-of variables ~n which F(~)

depends, and if Ti # 0, let T1i be an arbi-

t.ary subset co~taining all but one element of

Ti; otherwise, T’i = 0. Let & be the restriction
obtained from ~ by setting all the elements of

each fii to 1.

The third step above ensures that the partial as-

signment ti has the required property that ~“ (&)

depends on at most one variable for each i. Thus it

remains to show that with positive probability the

number ~ of variables left free is sufficiently large.

The set of free variables of ii consists of those

~ariables in ~ that are not fixed during Step 3. Thus

d > ~– z~l max{O, [~i] – 1}. Our goal is to obtain

a lower bound on the expectation of $. Note that

E[fl = ~zex l/(L6z + 1).
The har<er part is to upper bound the expecta-

tion of ~(lTil) where a(m) = max{o, m – 1}. The
key lemma of this section is:

Lemma 5 For each h 6 [m],

Assuming the lemma for the moment, we have:
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2 .pxl/@~”+@~ J---
The lemma then follows by reconditioning the

=c~(,,) L6c + 1 expectation.
i=l

Given =, t~e varia~les in K are partitioned into

2 ~ l/(Ldz + 1) -;~,g=~
the two sets eh and uh aa follows: for x E ~, the

Zex condition~l probability given Z that x is in R (and

hence in Uh) is p = l/(L + 1) an! otherwise (with

2 .~x l/(Lrf= + 1) _ ~ &/L.ex L&L+ 1
probability L/(L + l)), z is in Ch. Furthermore,

these events are independently determined for each

1- 6./L
= .~L~+~

x 6 K. Thus the conditional distribution given Z

z of fih is a binomial distribution l?(k, p), i.e., P[iik =

‘-i. Let Pi denote the probability y
1 – (5/L

ii=] = (f)pi(l–p)

~ ‘(Ld+~ ),
P[g(~)is not constant [E A (ah = i)]. We have:

where the last inequality follows from the convex-

ity of the function J(z) = (1 – z/L)/(Lz + 1) for

positive z. Choosing the parameter L = 26 to (ap-

proximately) maximize this quantity, we will have

that the expectation of ~ is at least n/(462 + 2).

Thus, among the partial assignments that could be

produced by the procedure A(26) there must exist

a partial assignment that leaves at least n/(462 +

2) variables free, ss required to prove the Main

Lemma.

It remains to prove Lemma 5. Fix h E [m]. Let

~h denote the random variable which is 1 if the hth

function is not fixed after Step 2, i.e., ~h (~) is-not

constant, and is O if f h (~) is constant. Clearly Th is

emp~y if xh = O and otherwise ~h is a subset of the

Set U* = R fl S(~h ). Letti~g fih denote the cardi-

nality of Iuhl, we have a(lTh [) ~ ~ha(iih). Lemma

5 is an immediate consequence ofi

Lemma 6 Let h c [m] and let q be an arbitrary

nonnegative valued function defined on the natural

numbers. Then

Applying this lemma with q = a, the right hand

side of the inequality is just E[fih]/L, which, by lin-

earity of expectation, is ~ ~=~~(fh ~ p [z ~ k] =

i 2Es(P) Z& as required to prove Lemma 5.

proof of Lemma 6 Let ~ = G* U ~h, i.e., the set

of variables on which f: depends that are assigned

to either ~h or R. Let k = 1~1.

Fix a particular instantiation C’i and Bi for all

i#handlet E denote the event that ~i = Ci and

ii = Bi for-all i # h. Note that E determines the

value K of K and also determines ~ on all variables

in S(jh )–~. Thus, let g be the function of the vari-

ables in K determined by restricting fh according
to ~i for each i # h.

We will show that for any such event E:

= ~piq(i)~)Pi(l‘P)k-i -
i=l

We next determine an upper bound for Pi =

P[g(~)is not constant 1= A (fib = i)]:

The conditional distribution of Gh, ~h given Z A

(iih = i) can be described as follows. ~h is a uni-

formly chosen k-i element subset of K, ~h is chos~n

uniformly at random ~rom {O, 1, ..., k – i} ~nd Bh

is a uniformly chosen bh element subset of ch.

An alternative way to generate this same distri-

bution on fih, ~h is as follows: Choose an order i

of the elements of K uniformly at random-. Choose

~h u:iformly from {O, 1,..., k = i}. Let Bh ~e the

first bh elements of K and lqt ch consist of Bh to-

gether with the last k – i – bh elements of K. It is

clear that this distribution is equivalent to the one

described in the previous paragraph.

We want to determine the conditional probabil-

ity that g is not constant given E and iih = i.

~emma 3 applied to the function g and the ord~ring

r of K implies that there is an index ~ = 1(1’) in

{O, 1,..., k} such that ~(~~(<jl) is identically O and

f(~&>lJ is identically 1. NOW, observe that if ~h----
is chosen to be greater than or equal to j then the

partial assignment ?* is an extension of ~$(<j) and

is thus identically O. Similarly, if ~h is chosen to be

less than ~ – (k – i) then the partial assignment ~h

is an extension of ~~(sj) and is thus identically 1.

Thus, the only way ~hat 6* can be non-zjero is if 8*

satisfies ~–(k–i) ~ bh ~ ~-l, and since bh is chosen

uniformly in the range {O, 1, . . . . k –i}, this happens
with probability at most i/(k —i + 1). We conclude

that the conditional probability given E A (fib = ~)

that g is not constant is at most i/(k -i+ 1). Using

this probability, we can rewrite the expression for

the conditional expectation of ~hq(%) as:
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E~hq(fih)l=]

k

s ~ !N4
()

: pi(l– P)k-ik_:+l

i=l

= &&O(i! ,) P’-l(l-P)k-’”-”
i=l

= * &(i’+ Q(:)pi’(l _p)~-i’
*/=fJ

k-1

= &~ *(i’+ l)p[iih = i’1~]
11=0

p E[q(ii~ + 1)[S]~—
l–p

= ;E[q(fi~ + 1)1S],

ss required to complete the proof of Lemma 6, which
in turn completes the proofs of 5 and the main

lemma. &

6 An Improved Lower Bound

In this section, we present refined versions of The-

orem 1 and Corollary 1 for which the parameter

O is reduced from 3 to 1 + W. In the following,

our results are stated for layered threshold circuits.

This is sufficient for our purposes since an arbitrary
threshold circuit can be converted to a layered one

that computes the same function by increasing the

number of edges by a factor at most d.

To state the improvement of Theorem 1, define vi

for i ~ 1, to be the solution to the recurrence equa-

tion ~i+2 = 2~i+1 + vi with the initial conditions

= 1 and V2 = 3. Note that the explicit expres-

~~on for vi is of the form A(l + @)i + B(l – @i

where A # O and B are easily determined constants,

and vi c @((l+ @)i).

Theorem 3 Let C be a layered depth d threshold

circuit with n inputs d and nk edges, where k ~ 1.
Let f denote the function computed by C. Then

there exists a partial assignment a that leaves at

~easi lq(ll~)vd-r j variables free such that f(a) is a

constant function.

As before, this theorem immediately implies a

size-depth trade-off for the parity function.

Corollary 4 Any threshold circuit of depth d ~ 2

that computes parity of n variables has at least

(n/ll)’+A edges.

To motivate the proof of Theorem 3, we first sum-

marize the main inductive argument of the previous

proof. In each inductive step the depth of the cir-

cuit is decreased by one, by fixing some variables

in order to eliminate the first level. The fraction

of variables left unfixed after each step is inversely

proportional to the square of the parameter 6, the

ratio of the number of edges at the first level to the

number of unfixed variables before the step. In an-

alyzing the resulting recurrence, we upper bounded

the number of edges at the first level by the total

number of edges in the circuit.

The idea for improving this analysis is to improve

substantially this upper bound on the number of

edges at the first level, thereby increasing the frac-

tion of variables that are known to survive each re-

duction step. It might seem that since the circuit is

arbitrary, we can not do better than to bound the

number of edges at the first level by the total num-

ber of edges in the circuit. This is indeed true the

first time the reduction is applied. However, it turns

out that for all subsequent reduction steps, there is

a better bound available. This is because the par-

tial assignment produced by A(L) in the proof of

Lemma 1 has a very useful side effect: for each first

level gate whose output is fixed to a constant by the

partial assignment, the edges leaving that gate can

be eliminated from the circuit. We will show that,

with high probability, the number of edges in the

second level of the circuit (which becomes the first

level) is decreased by a large amount, This allows

us to keep a larger fraction of variables unassigned

when we recursively perform the reduction on the

first level of the resulting circuit.

To make this idea precise we need a modified ver-

sion of Lemma 1. The proof of Lemma 1 will appear

in the full version of the paper.

Lemma 7 Let F be a collection of generalized

monotone functions on n variables, and suppose

that each function f G F has a nonnegative weight

w(f). Let 6 = ~ ~JCF ‘(f) > 1 and W =

Ef,Fw(f). Then, assuming that n/(96)2 ~ 4,

there exists a partial assignment ~ that leaves at
least n/(96)2 variables free such that: ‘

1. For every f E F, f(a) depends on at most one

variable.

2. w(f) < VV/86.

j:j(a) is not constant

Note that when we apply this lemma in the in-

ductive argument, the weights of the functions will

correspond to the out-degree of the correspond-

ing gates. The point is that the total number of
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edges remaining on the new first level can then be

bounded above by 1/86 times the number of edges

in the circuit.

Corollary 5 Let C be a depth d layered threshold

circuit with n inputs and nk edges, where k z 1. Let
f denote the function computed by C’. For i ~ O, let

pi = (llk)v;+’-l. Then for eachi E {0,1, . . ..1}l}

such that n ~ 4p~, there exists a partial assignment

e$ that leaves at least ~ vam”ables free such that

f(ai) can be computed by a layered circuit Ci of

depth d – i.

We can now finish the proof of Theorem 3. If

n < 4pd- 1 then we can choose any total assign-

ment for a and the conclusion holds trivially. Oth-

erwise, we may apply Corollary 5 with i = d – 1 to

find a partial assignment ad-1 with at least n/pal_ 1

unfixed variables such that the resulting restricted

function can be computed by a single threshold

gate. Applying Corollary 3, we need to fix at most

half the remaining variables to make the function

constant. +

7 Final Remarks and Open

Problems

This paper gives the first non-trivial lower bounds

for threshold circuits with arbitrary weights and

any fixed depth, on the number of edges and gates

needed to compute an explicit function. The results

show that there are functions ~(d) and ~(d) such

that any depth d threshold circuit that computes

parity on n variables must have at least nl+’(dl

edges and n~(d) gates. In our case, the functions

c(d) and 7(d) tend to O as d tends to oa. An ap-

parently difficult challenge would be to prove an n’

lower bound, with c >1 a constant independent of

depth, on the number of gates needed to compute

some explicit function.

For each fixed depth, there is a gap between

the bounds provided by our results and the best

constructions for parity circuits. For instance, for

depth 2 circuits, the result in the present paper gives

an fl(n3i2) bound on the number of edges and an

nli2 bound on the number of gates, while the best

construction requires 0(n2) edges and O(n) gates.

One way to reduce this gap is to improve Lemma
1 by increasing the number of variables left free in

the restrictions.

Problem 1 What is the smallest ezponent r such

that the conclusion of Lemmas 1 and 7 holds with

n/(462 + 2) replaced by Q(n/6r) ?

The best possible r is at least 1, as is shown by

the family F = {Ti :0< i < n} of n-variable func-

tions, where Ti is the function which is 1 on inputs

with at least i 1‘s. If the conclusion holds for r = 1,

then this would lead to an t2(n2) edge lower bound

for depth 2 circuits that compute parity, and more

generally to an improvement in the value of O in

the main Theorem to O = (1 + @/2. This would

exactly match the value of O in the known upper

bounds. Note that for purposes of applications to

circuits, it would suffice to consider the above prob-

lem for families of threshold functions, rather than

for generalized monotone functions.

It is interesting also to look for a similar improve-

ment to Lemma 2.

Problem 2 What is the smallest exponent r such

that the conclusions of Lemmas 2 hold with n/(462+

2) replaced Jy fl(n/lFlr).

Again, the best lower bound on r we have is 1.

Any value of r <2 would give a corresponding im-

provement in Theorem 2: the number of variables

left free would be O(n/Nr(d-l)).

For the special case of monotone functions, it is

easy to show that Lemma 2 has such a strengthen-

ing:

Proposition 1 Let F be a collection of monotone

functions on n variables. Then there exists a par-

tial assignment a that leaves at least in/(lFl + l)j

van”ables free such that for each f ~ F, f(~) is a

constant function.

Proof. Fix an ordering r for the variables X and

for each f c F, let j(f) be the index promised by

Lemma 3. Order the functions as fl, fz, . . . . fm so

that jl~jz ~... < jm, where ji = j(fi) and let

jo = O and j~+l = n + 1. Let i be an index such

that ji+l – ji is maximum (and hence at least.*)

and let a be the assignment which sets all variables

in I’(S ji) to O and I’(S ji+l) to 1. Then fh(a) is

identically O for all h ~ i and fh (a) is identically 1

for all h ~ i + 1. The number of free variables of a

is ji+~ – ji – 1 ~ [(n – m)/(m+ 1)1 = 17Z/(m+ 1)].

4
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